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Modern machine learning models are transforming applications in various domains at the expense
of a large amount of hand-labeled data. In contrast, humans and animals first establish their
concepts or impressions from data observations. The learned concepts then help them to learn
specific tasks with minimal external instructions. Accordingly, we argue that deep representation
learning seeks a similar procedure: 1) to learn a data representation that filters out irrelevant
information from the data; 2) to transfer the data representation to downstream tasks with few
labeled samples and simple models. In this talk, we study two forms of representation learning:
supervised pre-training from multiple tasks and self-supervised learning.
Supervised pre-training uses a large labeled source dataset to learn a representation, then trains
a simple (linear) classifier on top of the representation. We prove that supervised pre-training can
pool the data from all source tasks to learn a good representation that transfers to downstream
tasks (possibly with covariate shift) with few labeled examples. We extensively study different
settings where the representation reduces the model capacity in various ways. Self-supervised
learning creates auxiliary pretext tasks that do not require labeled data to learn representations.
These pretext tasks are created solely using input features, such as predicting a missing image
patch, recovering the color channels of an image, or predicting missing words. Surprisingly,
predicting this known information helps in learning a representation useful for downstream tasks.
We prove that under an approximate conditional independence assumption, self-supervised
learning provably learns representations that linearly separate downstream targets. For both
frameworks, representation learning provably and drastically reduces sample complexity for
downstream tasks.
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